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Compulocks PowerMove Universal Stand - Black

Brand : Compulocks Product code: PM01

Product name : PowerMove Universal Stand - Black

- Cable-Free Charging
- Allows data and power transfer through USB-C interface
- Locking mechanism for tablet security
- “Lift to release” mechanism
- Integrated kickstand on tablet side
PowerMove Universal Stand, Black

Compulocks PowerMove Universal Stand - Black:

Experience seamless mobility and charging with Compulocks' PowerMove and its intuitive wall bracket.
The PowerMove facilitates effortless attachment and removal of your iPad, while the wall bracket
ensures easy wall mounting, enhancing usability across varied settings like retail or medical
environments.
Together, they offer a compact, user-friendly solution that keeps your iPad secured, charged, and ready
for versatile interactions.
Compulocks PowerMove Universal Stand - Black. Maximum screen size: 33 cm (13"), Brand compatibility:
Apple, Compatibility: Universal - iPad. Weight: 453.6 g. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Minimum screen size 17.8 cm (7")
Maximum screen size * 33 cm (13")
Product colour Black
Brand compatibility * Apple
Compatibility * Universal - iPad
Mounting type Wall
Cable type USB-C
Colour group Black

Features

Lock type Padlock
Powered USB
Cable management
Wireless charging

Weight & dimensions

Weight 453.6 g

Packaging content

Manual
Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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